TRAVELING BY TRAIN BETWEEN PAVIA AND MILAN

The main train station of Milan is called Milano Centrale, and is connected with all the main Italian cities, as well as to France, Switzerland, Austria and Germany. Trenitalia and Italo offer high-speed train connections to many Italian cities.

Milan has a very extensive rail service, with many stations, and there are several options to connect to Pavia:

a. **Local trains S13.** Connect in Milano Bovisa, Milano Dateo, Milano Porta Vittoria, Milano Rogoredo. Travel time up to 50 minutes.

b. **Long-distance trains (IC) to Genova and Ventimiglia, La Spezia, Livorno.** Connect in Milano Centrale or Milano Rogoredo. Travel time around 30 minutes.

c. **Regional trains (R, RE, RV) to Alessandria, Stradella, Genova.** Connect in Milano Centrale, Milano Lambrate, Milano Rogoredo. Travel time around 30 minutes.

The service is operated by two companies: Trenitalia (IC) and Trenord (S,R,RE,RV).

When checking timetables, make sure to specify “Pavia” as final destination (not “Certosa di Pavia”, not “Pavia Porta Garibaldi”)

At the time of writing this page (January 2019), a ride with S, R, RE, RV trains costs 4.00 EUR, while a ride with IC trains costs 9.00 EUR